Technical Datasheet
Large Silk Flames
A quiet stand-alone silk flame unit that provides a fire
effect when real fire is not a suitable option. Flames can be
up to 6m.
How to set up and test a large silk flame machine

Specifications:
Size: 75 x 72 x 72cm
Shipping size:
75 x 72 x 76cm
Equipment weight: 49kg
Shipping weight: 56kg
Voltage: 220-240V
Power connector:
16A plug
Peak amps drawn: 8.5
Decibels: 68db at 6m
Amps drawn running:
4.8
Water supply: N/A
Air connector: N/A
HV colour: N/A
Additional requirements:
N/A
Suggested for set up:
1 person
Duration of effect:
Can be run for any
length of time

1. Take the silk out of the flight case and carefully
unwrap the silk material. Avoid letting the silk touch
the floor as it will become dirty very quickly. If there
are any marks on the silk please contact MTFX
immediately.
2. Plug in the unit and turn on the lamps.
3. Turn on the fan controller and set to the required
speed. Different speeds will give different effects.
4. Swivel the lamps to produce different effects on the
silk
5. When the unit is turned off, make sure the lights
are turned off first, then the fan, as the silk can be
burned if it lands on hot working lights. Support the
silk as the fan is turned off so that it does not drop
to the floor.

Fig.1 silk flame unit

Hints and tips






Ensure the silk does not drop outside of the flight
case as it may get caught in the fan inlet when the
fan is running.
Silk flames that are returned from hire damaged or
dirtied will be surcharged in addition to the hiring
fee.
This type of effect is not suitable for use in wind or
rain.

Fig.2 On switch and fan
controller
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